
Time was, when I assumed that my satisfaction with life rested on avoiding pain. But the Buddha
says that it's not the pain that is unsatisfying (dukkha), but the avoiding. Of course, avoiding pain
keeps me from walking over cliffs or dying of thirst, so not-avoiding wasn't a recipe either; I had
to further investigate the relationships of pain, satisfaction, and avoiding.
You can test whether dissatisfaction comes from pain or avoiding.

The first step is to make a way of noting satisfaction. I call this a "satisfaction stick."
Here are two examples:

really bad
unsatisfying
neutral
somewhat satisfying
immensely satisfying

\________________|________________/
0 5 10

Do this any way that works for you. It could be like those those questionnaires that marketers use:
"Madam, on a scale from no satisfaction to maximum satisfaction, how would you rate your
experience?"
Try out the stick on a few recent experiences:

How satisfying was your breakfast?
Where on the stick does last night fall?
How about your last camping trip?

The purpose of this is to get the stick calibrated before you have to use it for real.

Next you'll need two types of experiences, painful and pleasant, and two ways of deploying your
attention, full and partial.

For painful experiences, you could use either emotional pain or physical pain. The challenge
with emotional pain is that it takes practice to give it full attention without getting lost in the
thoughts around it. If you haven't had that practice (or aren't sure), use physical pain. (Just as an
aside, many Buddhist practices use sense experience because it's easier and can be extended to
emotional experience once the skill is learned; e.g., practice letting go of the breath so that you
will be skilled when you need to let go of your children's future.)

For partial attention, the idea is to mostly ignore the pain or pleasure. Most of us are familiar
with the procedure: I stub my toe and then divert attention onto something else while it still hurts;
I go to dinner with a friend and hardly notice the taste of the food.

For full attention to pleasure, decide on the pleasant thing and keep returning attention to it
when thoughts intervene. For example, I walk along the river, and when I realize I'm lost in



thought, I deliberately notice the sparkle or the breeze or the birdsong.
For full attention to pain, put your attention on the physical sensations, continually

withdrawing it from any thoughts that intrude.
When you've done this, you'll have four experiences, for example:

Pain Pleasure
full attention hot at the bus stop walk by river
scant attention stubbed toe taste of dinner

Now use your satisfaction stick to fill in how satisfying each experience was.

How satisfying was each experience?

Pain Pleasure
full attention ok great
scant attention annoying neutral

The bottom row needs care because the natural tendency is to evaluate the thing you paid most
attention to, but we need the thing you paid little attention to. So, if you ignored an excellent
meal in order to listen to your companion, don't rate the experience of listening to your
companion! Rate the experience of ignoring an excellent meal.

Now you're in position to answer this question: is there more satisfaction in the pleasure
column or the full attention row? If you're a number nerd (as I am), you could do it like this:

Pain Pleasure Total
Satisfaction

full attention a b a + b
scant attention c d

Total
Satisfaction

b + d

Then we'd be comparing (b + d) to (a + b). Which is greater?

What do your results say about my assumption that avoiding pain leads to satisfaction vs. the
Buddha's claim that it is avoiding, rather than pain, that causes dissatisfaction?

If you agree with the Buddha, when might you avoid pain anyway? For example, when you
have pain during meditation and are willing the bell to ring, do you avoid or attend? When
might you do the opposite?


